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ABSTRACT

The effect of turbulence on the combustion of near-flammabilityJimit Hr-air-steam

mixtures was examined in a 12 cm x 12 cm x 35 cm combustion chamber. The gas

mixture was ignited by an electrical spark. Turbulence was generated by a perforated

plate drawn across the combustion chamber. The perforated plate turbulence was

characterized by hot-wire anemometry measurements made behind a perforated plate in
a wind tunnel. The root mean square turbulent fluctuating velocity in the combustion

chamber was varied by adjusting the plate velocity and the ignition delay relative to the

movement of the plate. The instantaneous burning velocity was calculated from the

pressure record measured inside the combustion chamber, assuming the flame to be

spherical in shape. Laminar burning velocities of the mixture were measured in the same

way. Experiments were performed using 6Vo-I0Vo Hr-air mixtures with TVo, LTVo,20Vo,

and 30Vo added steam. A relationship between the normalized, turbulent burning velocity

and the normalized fluctuating turbulent velocity was derived from these results, as well

as critical turbulence levels. The results agree, qualitatively, with the work of Ballal and

Lefebvre and of Abdel-Gayed, Bradley, and Lawes.
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1.0 TNTRODUCTION

In certain postuiated loss-of-coolant accidents, hydrogen gas can be released into the

containment buildings from zirconium-steam reactions in the reactor core. If the

hydrogen mixes with air and is ignited, the resulting combustion pressure could pose a

threat to the containment structures and other essential equipment. The effect of

combustion on the pressure rise inside the containment building will depend on the

burning rate of the combustible mixture, which is strongly affected by turbulence

initially present or caused by obstacles in the flame path. The hydrogen and steam

produced in a severe accident will mix with the large volume of air in the containment

building. In CANDU reactors where igniters are used to burn off the hydrogen as it

builds up, only near-flammability-limit mixtures would be seen in the containment.

An understanding of the combustion of these mixtures at different turbulence levels is

needed to better define the safety margin of nuclear reactors under accident conditions.

Freely expanding flames are intrinsically unstable. The flame shape and the reaction

rate in the reaction zone are easily influenced by the local flow field. Turbulence

generated by fans or by combustion-induced flow-obstacle interaction can cause the

local burning rate to increase as a result of flame folding and high mass transport in

the turbulent flow field. However, excessive flame stretching and rapid mixing in a

turbuient flow field can significantly lower the flame temperature and cause local

quenching. Available empirical expressions that relate the burning rate to the

turbulence parameters (also known as flame iaws), are based mainly on experimental

data from near-stoichiometric fuel-oxidant mixtures. Moreover, these flame laws

account only for the positive aspects of turbulence and thus cannot fully quantify the

effects of turbulence on combustion. As a result, models using available flame laws

predict that all flames can accelerate continuously to detonation velocities. It is well

known that in an insensitive mixture such as a near-flammability-timit Hr-air-steam

mixture, a flame cannot accelerate indefinitely to detonation velocity. There exists a



maximum flame speed (a steady state velocity) associated with a given set of initial

and boundary conditions. This maximum value is a result of the competition between

the positive and the negative aspects of turbulence on combustion. If a flame can be

quenched readily by turbulence, the maximum flame speed is relatively low (less than

one hundred meters per second). Transition to detonation in this mixture is therefore

very unlikely and the associated overpressures are bounded by the adiabatic constant

volume combustion pressure.

The aim of this thesis is to better understand and quantify the interactions of two

complex phenomena: turbulence and combustion. Previous studies have approached

this problem in two ways: analytically and experimentally. Because of the complexity

of the turbulent fluid dynamics, analytical solutions need to involve assumptions and

simplified models. Experimental work is generally carried out to check the validity of

analytical models and to gain insight into the physical processes. The present work

falls into the iatter category. The next section will discuss the work of some other

combustion researchers and how it relates to the present problem. This will be

followed by an outline of the thesis.

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

Ballal and Lefebvre[9] have studied the structure and propagation of turbulent flames

using a rectangular combustion chamber with turbulence controlled by a grid located

upstream of the combustion zone. They examined the burning of propane-air mixtures

in different turbulent environments by using various grids to create different values of

turbulence intensity, length scale, and vorticity. Three distinct burning regimes were

identified, as shown in Figure 1.1, each having a distinct relationship between

turbulence and burning velocity. In regime 1, where turbulence levels are low, flame

wrinkling is caused by eddies larger than the laminar flame thickness, ôr. Wrinkling

increases the flame surface arca and hence the mass burning rate. Turbulent flame



speeds in regime 1 depend on the parameter u'Ll(Srðr). (In this parameter, u' is the

r.m.s. fluctuating velocity of the cold unburnt mixture behind the plate, L is the

turbuient integral length scale, and S, is the laminar burning veiocity). In regime 2,

eddies that are both larger and smaller than the laminar flame thickness affect the

structure of the flame. The flame surface is highly wrinkled and broken, with pockets

of fresh mixture entrained in the reaction zone. Ballal and Lefebvre observed that the

burning velocity in this regime was approximately equal to twice the laminar flame

speed. Regime 3 contains strong turbulence in which most of the eddies a¡e smaller

than the laminar flame thickness, causing high burning rates and a thick reaction zone.

In this regime, the turbulent burning velocity depends on u'ðr/(Srr1). (q is the

Kolmogorov microscale). Oniy burning regime 3 is relevant to the results discussed in

this paper, and these results will be compared to Ballal and Lefebvre's relationship for

this regime.

Al-Khishali, Bradley and Hall[S] have studied the turbulent combustion of near-iimit

Hr-air mixtures with turbulence produced by four fans in a combustion bomb. The

flame structure was determined from schlieren photographs. These photographs

showed that the sideways and downward flame propagation speeds first increased, then

decreased with increasing turbulence for mixtures of 5-l0Vo Hr-air (where 57o Hr-air

means 5Vo H2 by volume and 95Vo air by volume). The pressure rise showed the same

trend for mixtures of 5-8Vo Hr-air. For more sensitive mixtures, the pressure rise only

increased with increasing turbulence intensity, for the range tested. This work

provided some useful information on the effects of turbulence on near-flammability-

limit mixtures, although no attempt was made to measure an overall turbulent burning

velocity or use the results to formulate a flame law.

Abdei-Gayed et al.[1,2,3,4f have developed theories and experimental correlations of

the relationship between turbulent parameters and burning velocity. They have

reviewed data from many studies, including their own, and presented these data in

terms of the normalized turbulent burning velocities, Sr/SL, the normalized r.m.s.



turbulent velocities, u?sr, and the turbulent Reynolds number, Rer. (s.r is the

turbulent burning velocity, or speed of the flame relative to the unburnt gas, and Re. =
u'Llv, where v is the kinematic viscosity of the unburnt gas). Abdel-Gayed and

Bradley started with the Two-Eddy Theory of Premixed combustion[1], which

simplifies the spectrum of turbulence into two principal eddy sizes. By postulating

that burning within the eddies is essentiaiiy a molecular phenomenon, they could

couple the eddy decay rate with the amount of chemical reaction during an eddy

lifetime. This model was later refined[2] to allow for flame straining reductions in

laminar burning velocity, as applied to turbulent burning. Further refinements[3] to

the model include using additional dimensionless parameters for the correlation of the

experimental results. The new parameters are the Karlovitz stretch factor, K, which is

the ratio of chemical to eddy lifetimes and defined by Abdel-Gayed et al. as

K=0.157x(u7Sr)2xRer-o't, th" Lewis number, Le, which is the ratio of mass diffusivity

to thermal diffusivity, and a new parameter, called the effective r.m.s. turbulent

velocity. A flame developing from a point source is not immediately affected by the

full spectrum of turbulence, and this is taken into account by using an effective r.m.s.

turbulent velocity. Abdel-Gayed, Bradley and Lung[4] later defined different burning

regimes using the collated results from [1]. These regimes are described as (1) the

continuous laminar flame sheet, (2) the break-up of the continuous flame sheet, (3) the

development of quenching in a fragmented reaction zone, and (4) flame quenching.

These regimes are defined in terms of K, the Karlovitz stretch factor, and Le, the

Lewis number. Abdel-Gayed et al. claimed that these regions can tentatively predict

flame quenching. Further work on the correlation of turbulent burning velocities in

terms of KxLe as weli as in terms of flame extinction stretch rates was done by

Bradley, Lau, and Lawes[12]. This ongoing work at Leeds University is important

because the group uses experimental data from many fuels, mixtures strengths, and

apparatus to verify and strengthen the generality of their correlations and analytical

theories. There is, however, an appreciable scatter in the data used for the

dimensionless groups. Because of this scatter, and because of the lack of data at near-

flammability-limit mixtures, these correlations should not be used without the



verification of further experiments to see if near-flammability-limit Hr-air-steam

mixtures follow the same trends.

Checkel et al. [13,14,I5,16,26] have investigated the turbulent burning of propane-air

and methane-air mixtures in a cubical combustion chamber in which turbulence was

generated by the movement of a perforated plate. The flame was initiated by a spark

in the centre of the chamber. The turbulent fluctuating velocity generated in this

apparatus was determined by making hot-wire anemometry measurements in both the

combustion chamber and behind the perforated plate in a wind tunnel. Assuming that

the flame kernel was a thin-shelled sphere, Checkel calculated the burning velocity

from the rate of pressure rise in the combustion chamber. Checkel and Thomas[l4]

studied the effect of the rate of strain on the burning rate of propane-air mixtures.

They estimated the rate of strain by using dissipation rates derived from anemometry

measurements. The decay of turbulence during combustion and the effect of

compression on both burning velocity and turbulence were taken into account. Their

results reinforced the idea that turbulence has both an enhancins effect and a

quenching effect on burning velocity.

OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE OF PRESENT STUDY

The present study is an extension of Checkei's investigation. This thesis presents

experimental results of the turbulent burning velocities for near-flammability-limit Hr-

air-steam mixtures. An apparatus similar to that of Checkel[l3] was used to produce

pressure-time histories of turbuient burns, which were converted to burning velocities.

By assuming that the flame kernel is thin-shelled and spherical, a flame speed relative

to the unburned gas, referred to as the turbulent burning velocity, Sr, can be

calculated. Turbulence levels are based on hot-wire measurements made behind a

perforated plate in a wind tunnel. From the results, a relationship between turbulence

1.2



and combustion is developed (S'/SL vs. u'lSr). Critical turbulence levels, defined as

the level of turbulence beyond which no burning is possible in the apparatus due to

quenching, are determined for several mixtures. The results are compa-red to the

correlations of Abdel-Gayed, Bradley and Lung[4] and of Ballal and Lefebvrel9].
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Figure L.1: Diagrams illustrating the effect of different levels of turbulence on

flame structure. Taken from Ballal and Lefebvre[9].

NOTE: E(n) is the turbulence kinetic energy and is plotted against

the turbulence length scale.



2.0 EXPERIMENTAL SET,UP AND PROCEDURE

Turbulence was produced in a 12 cm x 12 cm x 35 cm combustion chamber by

traversing a perforated plate across the chamber. A schematic of the system is shown

in Figure 2.1. The momentum of a drop-weight was transferred to the plate using a

pulley and rope system. The plate speed was determined directly fi'om the output of

an optical sensor attached to the piate driver assembly. Plate velocities of up to 10

m./s were achieved. A perforated plate with 20 mm diameter holes (6OVo btockage

ratio) was used to produce turbulence, shown in Figure 2.2.

The hydrogen and air were delivered in the desired proportions by two Brooks 5850

electronic flowmeters. The steam flow rate was controlled by using a calibrated pump

to deliver water to the steam generator. Mixture compositions were periodically

verified by a Nova thermal conductivity hydrogen meter. Pressure in the combustion

chamber was measured by a PCB (model II3A24) piezoelectric transducer iocated in

the combustion chamber wall and recorded by a digital oscilloscope (Tektronics 2224).

The pressure trace was then transferred to a computer (using a GPIB data acquisition

board) for further analysis.

An eiectronic timing system was used to control the igniter and to trigger the camela

shutter relative to the plate movement. The igniter extends to the centre of the

chamber and provided a 30 kV spark. Two parallel windows located on opposite sides

of the chamber allowed direct observation of the flame using conventional schlieren

technique. A xenon arc lamp was used as a light source. High speed schlieren

photographs (1500 frames/second) were taken using a Beckman and Whitiey Model

351 Drum Streak camera.

The combustion experiment began by flushing the combustion chamber with at least

five volumes of Hr-air-steam to ensure that the desired mixture was achieved. The

drop weight was then positioned at the proper height on the guide post and dropped.



When the weight passed an optical sensor, the electronic delay system controlled the

remaining events: ignition, acquisition of the data on an oscilloscope, and triggering of

the camera. After transferring the digitized signal from the oscilloscope to the

computer, a polynomial equation was fitted to the pressure-time curve and the burning

velocity was calcuiated.

9
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the combustion chamber and the turbulence

generating apparatus.
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3.0 TURBULENCE ANALYSIS

The decay of turbulence in time at a stationary location behind the moving perforated

plate is basically the same as the decay of turbulence with increasing distance behind

the perforated plate in a wind tunnel. The only difference in the flows is that in a

wind tunnei, there is a mean velocity superimposed on the turbulence. It is generally

accepted that in a constant-area wind tunnel test section, the mean velocity does not

affect the decay of the turbulence intensity. For example, far downstream of the plate,

data plotted in terms of the ratio of r.m.s. fluctuating velocity to mean veiocity versus

non-dimensionalized distance from the plate collapses onto one line in the results of

Baines and Peterson[8]. Measuring turbulent velocities with a hot-wire anemometer is

much easier in the wind tunnel than in the combustion chamber for two reasons.

Firstly, turbulence created by a moving plate has a negligible mean velocity, causing

the turbulence intensities to be high and the hot-wire measurements to be inaccurate.

Secondly, the turbulence is transient, requiring an ensemble average of data from

numerous trials to produce statistically meaningful results. A laser doppler

anemometer with frequency switching would not be hampered by these constraints, but

unfortunately, the equipment is not available at the University of Manitoba. Therefore,

turbulence parameters for this work were measured in a wind tunnel using a hot-wile

anemometer.

Many researchers have studied the decay of turbulence far downstream of grids and

perforated plates including Baines and Peterson[8], Comte-Bellot and Corrsin[17], and

Uberoi and'Wallace[30]. This report concentrates on the highly turbulent region

immediately behind the plate. The turbulence in this region has also been studied by

Checkel[l3] and McDonell[26] using hot-wire anemometry measurements behind a

perforated plate in a wind tunnel, and behind a moving perforated plate in a

combustion chamber. Checkel found good agreement between the anemometer output

produced by the movement of the perforated plate in the combustion chamber and the

r.m.s. fluctuating velocity produced in the wind tunnel by using a Gaussian statistical
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model of non-isotropic turbulence to relate the two results. The present work assumes

that turbulent characteristics behind a plate in a wind tunnel corresponds directly to

turbulence characteristics behind a moving plate. Measurements were made behind

three plates with different hole diameters, although only one plate (with 20 mm

diameter holes) was used in the combustion experiments. These plates will be referred

to as the 20 mm plate (20 mm diameter holes), the 10 mm plate (i0 mm diameter

holes), and the 5 mm plate (5 mm diameter holes). Detaiis of the experimental set-up,

calibration, and uncertainty analysis of the hot-wire anemometry measurements are

described in Appendix A.

Figure 3.1 shows the measured streamwise turbulence intensity and the exponential

curves used to describe the turbulence decay. Error bars indicate the range of

experimental uncertainty. To optimize the fit, two curves are used for each plate, one

for data between 5<x/D<15 and one for 15<xlD<60. An overall fit for all the piates is

also calculated by taking the arithmetic average of the coefficients for each data range.

The coefficients, as well as the chi2 value and standard error (SE), are listed in Table

1, for the equation

,-(ä\'lJl 
=

T
(1)

Figure 3.2 compares the streamwise turbulence intensities to lattice-type grid-generated

turbulence intensity data measured by Baines and Peterson[8] and to fitted equations

for perforated plate turbulence intensities measured by McDoneII[26]. McDonell's

measurements are essentially a refinement of Checkel's[13] work. The turbulence

intensities were presented in terms of x,/b, the distance downstream of the plate non-

dimensionalized by the lattice bar size. The equivalent bar size for a perforated plate

was calculated by assuming a lattice of equal wetted perimeter and fraction open area,

so that
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b = 
".(,Æ--t)

Table 1-: Equation coefficients for the decay of turbulence intensity

downstream of the perforated plates in the wind tunnel.

The turbulence intensities agree best with Baines and Peterson in the region where

turbulent flow has become well established, i.e. x/b>10, which corresponds to x./D>6.

(2)

Plate a b x' SE(a) sE(b)

20 mm: 5<x/D<15 4.295 -r.405 0.0012 2.658 0.3135

15<x/D<60 0.5205 -.6346 0.0000114 0.1353 0.08689

10 mm: 5<x/D<15 3.596 -1.341 0.00021 0.6195 0.09516

15<x/D<60 0.47t4 -0.5916 0.0000131 0.09014 0.06153

5 mm: 5<x/D<15 4.169 1.523 0.00014 0.1464 0.08765

l5<x/D<60 0.5547 -0.72t 0.0000041 0.058 0.03244

Average:5<x/D<15 4.220 -1.425

15<x/D<60 0.5515 -0.649
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The decay rates for the three plates calcuiated from 15<x./D<60 agree fairly well with

the one used by Baines and Peterson, in the equation

1 = L '12.(å-; (3 )
u \þl

The decay exponents for the 20 mm, 10 mm, and 5 mm plates, for 15<x,/D<60, are

-0.6346, -0.5916, and -0.721, respectively. These exponents are TIVo lower, IJVo

lower, and I7o lower, respectively, than (-5/7), while the averaged fit is -0.649, which

is 97o lower than (-5/7). This is reasonably good agreement considering that the

equations were fitted to data measured over shorter downstream distances than Baines

and Peterson's data, and produced by turbulence behind perforated plates, not grids.

Decay rate exponents calculated for grid-generated turbulence by Comte-Bellot and

Corrsin[17] vary from0.12-0.85, while those calculated by Uberoi and'Wallace[3O] are

between 0.7-0.8. McDonell's[26] exponents are slightly higher, between 0.8-0.9,

probably because his equation was fitted to data from 10<x/D<40, a rather short range

in the high turbulence region.

The turbulence intensity values agree fairly well with McDoneli's work. Agreement is

within the experimental uncertainty of this work between 10<x./D<30 for the 20 mm

and 10 mm plates, and between 30<x/D<60 for the 5 mm plate. The 5 mm plate has

a similar decay rate but lower (-líVo) turbulence intensities for x/D<30 than

McDonell's work. The i0 mm plate has slightly higher values compared to McDonell

in the region farthest from the plate, x/D>30.

The turbulence intensity values measured close to the plates, from 5<xlD<15, may be

less accurate than those measured farther from the plate, due to the inherent

inaccuracy of hot-wire response in highly turbulent inhomogeneous flow.

In the combustion chamber, the turbulence intensity affecting the flame is determined
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by using equation i, with the 20 mm plate coefficients from Table 1. The parameter

x./D becomes (Voxt)/D, where Vo is the plate speed, D is the plate hole diameter, and

t is the time between the plate passing the igniter and the flame kernel radius reaching

3 cm. Similarly, in u'ltJ, Û is replaced by Vo. To allow comparisons of the

combustion work to other researchers, McDonell's[26] equations for integral length

scale and Kolmogorov microscale are also used to characterize the turbulence. These

are also exponential in form, and the coefficients are listed in Table 2.

SæT'E = a*(ao)b (4)
D

Table 2: Equation coefficients for the decay of turbulence length scale behind

the perforated plate, taken from McDonell[26].

It is assumed that although the measured turbulence intensities for the present work

and McDonell's work are not exactly the same, they are close enough that McDonell's

values for length scales are reasonable estimates of the length scales in our apparatus.

All turbulence intensities will be calculated from the results of this work, and all

length scales will be calculated using McDonell's equations.

Scale a b

Integral 0.13 0.4

Kolmosorov 0.001 0.786

Taylor 0.034 0.46s
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of measured turbulence intensities to lattice-generated

turbulence data from Baines and Feterson[8] and to fitted equations

of perforated plate data from McDonell[26].
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4.0 BURNING VELOCITY ANALYSIS

Burning velocity is defined as "the relative velocity, normal to the flame front, with

which the unburnt gas moves into this front and is transformed" (Rallis and

Garforth[28]). The laminar burning velocity is considered to be an intrinsic property

of a specific combustible mixture. Turbulent burning velocities are strongly affected

by the r.m.s. fluctuating velocity of the turbulence and possibly by other turbulence

characteristics such as length scale. Turbulence can have both an enhancing and

quenching effect on burning velocity. Various methods have been used over the years

to determine burning velocities. They include the bunsen burner, soap bubble,

cylindrical tube, and double kernel methods. The method used in this paper uses the

pressure-time history of a spherical flame kernel in a constant volume vessel.

Burning velocities of near-flammability-limit laminar flames are difficuit to define or

measure. These flames are very unstable, being affected by both buoyancy and by

selective diffusional demixing, and tend to become mushroom-shaped as they burn.

Burning velocities of very turbulent flames are also difficult to define since the flames

do not usually resemble a thin-shelled expanding flame kernel, but rather a thick brush

of burning eddies. A method has been proposed for calculating the burning velocities

for small expanding flame kernels using only the pressure record of the burn. (See

Appendix B for the derivation). This "pressure trace" method assumes that the flame

kernel is spherical in shape, and that the pressure rise is very small. It also assumes

that the pressure rise caused by combustion in a constant volume is proportional to the

volume of gas already burned. Burning velocities can be calculated for both laminar

and turbulent flames. Since the thin-shelled spherical flame assumption is only a

convenient construction and not an accurate description of reality, the calculated

burning velocities should be considered as averaged or effective burning velocities. A

polynomial is fitted to the pressure-time history of the burn and the derivative of this

curve is used to calculate the burning velocity. Precompression of the unburnt gas

does not become significant until the flame kernel is very close to the wall and is

T9



therefore ignored. The pressure trace method is a particular case of the more

generalized burning velocity equations developed by Rallis et ai.[28]. Railis's

equations use values of the flame radius as a function of time, and therefore require

schlieren photographs of the flame expansion. When burning velocities calculated

using both methods arc compared, they agree to within 20Vo for 6-107o Hr-air

mixtures, and to within I07o for richer mixtures. This is marginal agreement, but

significant error is introduced in the estimation of the flame radius from the schlieren

photographs, and in the assumption of a spherical flame in the pressure trace method,

when the flame kernel is not spherical. Railis and Garforth have developed a thick

flame equation that might be more accurate for near-flammability-limit laminar flames,

or highly turbulent flames, but the author is not aware of any data available on typical

laminar flame thicknesses for the mixtures studied, so this method could not be tested.

In this thesis, the pressure trace method for calculating the burning velocity is

presented because it is more convenient to use than Rallis and Garforth's method,

which requires analysis of schlieren photographs for each burn.

A freely expanding flame kernel in a constant volume combustion vessel can grow

quite large before there is a significant pressure rise in the vessel. Once the flame

kernel touches the wall, the pressure record can no longer be used to calculate burning

velocity because the pressure is affected by heat loss to the wall. As a result, only the

burning velocity of a flame kernel which has a diameter smaller than the width of the

combustion chamber can be used for this analysis. This flame has a maximum radius

of about 6 cm for the turbulent flames and 3-4 cm for the buoyant laminar flames.

The current analysis uses data from flames with radii of 3 cm for the turbulent flames

and 2 cm for the laminar flames. The laminar flame radius is limited to 2 cm because

buoyancy causes the leanest flames to float up and touch the combustion chamber roof

before the flame kernel has grown very large.

The results of the laminar burning velocity measurements for Hr-air-steam mixtures

are plotted in Figure 4.1. A visual best fit curve was drawn through these results to

20



define the laminar burning velocities. Some results for dry laminar burning velocities

measured by Koroll[23] using the double kernel method are presented for comparison.

In general, the pressure trace method gives a slightly lower value of burning velocity.

A typical pressure record for a laminar 6Vo Hr-ai burn is shown in Figure 4.2. The

laminar burning velocities were calculated using the malked portion of the pressure

curve. Schlieren photographs show that the dip in the pressure curve corresponds to

the flame kernel touching the top wall of the combustion chamber. The pressure rise

at this portion of the curve corresponds to 0-1 .5Vo of the adiabatic constant volume

combustion rise. and 0-2.4 kPa. Most of the fuel in the combustion chamber remained

unburned, as is typical for extremely lean mixtures.
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Figure 4.L: Laminar burning velocities for lean hydrogen-air-steam mixtures.
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The test conditions were chosen to examine the effects of various turbulence levels on

a range of near-flammability-iimit Hr-air-steam mixtures. Mixture compositions tested

were 67o-IoVo H.t in air and 6-I0vo H, in air plus Tjvo,207o, and 3o7o steam.

Normalized turbulent fluctuating velocities, u7Sr, varied from 1 to 80. Schlieren

photographs of the turbulent flame were useful in revealing flame structure and the

burning process. For instance, Figure 5.i shows a laminar 77oHr-air flame. Since

1Vo Ht-ai is below the downward propagation limit, buoyancy effects cause the flame

to be distorted. The wrinkles on the flame surface are caused by the intrinsic

instability of the flame itself. Figure 5.2 shows a flame of the same mixture, in a

turbulent environment. The surface is corrugated, but the shape is still essentially

spherical. Due to an increase in the surface alea and mass transport, the overall

burning rate is higher than that in the previous laminar case.

Figure 5.3 shows the results for ali mixtures in one graph, with example error bars

shown. Typical sources of uncertainty in the experiment include the mixture

composition, which is accurate to about +L.}Vo Hr, and the calculation of the burning

velocity based on an 8th-order polynomial fitted to the pressure-time curve. The

former contributes the most to the experimental uncertainty, which averages +237o.

The uncertainty in the measurement of the turbulence intensity is +107o.

The data in Figure 5.3 show that the slope of the correlation for Sr/SL versus u?S,

approaches one. This implies that a simple flame law (e.g., S/S, = l+u'lSr) can

describe the effect of turbulence on burning rate fairly well. This is the most often

used flame law, also known as the wrinkled flame model[7]. This flame law describes

the results for sensitive fuel mixtures fairly well. Figures 5.4-5.7 show the data for

each steam concentration. Examining the data in these figures shows that the wrinkled

flame law can also be used to describe highly turbulent combustion of near-

flammability-limit mixtures. At turbulence levels above u'lSr-40, however, the data
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seems to curve away from the wrinkled flame equation. This trend has also been

observed by other researchers including Abdel-Gayed et al.[1] and Ai-Khishali et

al.[5], and occurs when the quenching effect of turbulence begins to equal the

enhancing effect. However, in this appa-ratus there is an increased uncertainty in the

measurements at high turbulence intensities, which could account for some or all of

this trend.

The data also show critical turbulence levels for some mixture compositions beyond

which total quenching of the flame occurs. These critical turbulence levels are shown

on Figures 5.4-5.7 as vertical "walls". For example, no burning was achieved in dry

mixtures, for u?S, exceeding 30 for 67o Hr. No burning was achieved in mixtures

containing I07o steam, for u7S, exceeding 31 for 6VoH2, or u'lS, exceeding 74for'|Vo

Hz. Similarly, the critical normalized turbulence levels for77o and87oH" (with207o

steam) were 36 and 55, respectiveiy. With 30Vo steam, the critical normalized

turbulence levels for 8Vo and9Vo H, were 29 and 31, respectively. Presently, the

apparatus does not create high enough turbulence levels to reach the critical levels for

more sensitive mixtures.

Results in Figures 5.3-5.7 show a high degree of scatter. This scatter is not due

mainly to experimental errors, but to the inherent irreproducibitity of turbulence and

turbulent burning. It is not possible to completely characterize a turbulent flow, and

thus differences in the turbulent flow structure will cause differences in turbulent

burning rate. As well, near the quenching limit, combustion becomes more susceptible

to the effects of turbulence, since the turbulence time scales approach the chemical

time scales. Near the quenching limit, flame stretching that causes an overall increase

in the burning rate can also cause local quenching. This local quenching causes hot

burned gases to mix with unburned gases. When this sensitive region reignites, the

overall burning rate can be much higher than the original mixture. Thus it is

reasonable to expect that a relatively small difference in turbulence intensity, causing

local quenching in one flame but not in another, might cause a large difference in
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burning velocity. The quenching and reignition process is not reproducible. Another

possible contributing factor to the scatter is the variation in turbulence length scale

sizes. Integral length scales in the experiment vary between approximately 7 mm and

14 mm, based on equations from McDonell[26], and different sizes of length scales

are known to have different effects on combustion.

By calculating the Lewis number, Le, and the Karlovitz stretch factor, K (as defined in

[3]), it is possible to characterize the present results in terms of the regimes suggested

by Abdel-Gayed et al.l4l. The low turbulence data (from approximately 2 < u'lS, <

10) fall into the "continuous laminar flame sheet" regime and the "breakup of

continuous flame sheet" regime, respectively. The higher turbulence data falls into the

"development of quenching in fragmented reaction zone" regime. Only a very few of

the data fall into the "flame quenching" regime. These points are the ones farthest

below the wrinkled flame law line. Figure 5.8 compares the curves fitted through

constant Reynolds number for the present data to Abdel-Gayed et al's. correlations.

Similarly shaped curves are seen. However, the present data produce much higher

turbulent to laminar burning rate ratios compared to Abdel-Gayed et al. at a given

Reynolds number. There are a number of possibilities to account for these differences.

Decaying turbulence in the present apparatus might affect combustion differently than

the constant turbulence data that Abdel-Gayed et al. used to fit their curves. Turbulent

burning mechanisms of near-flammability-limit mixtures are different than those of

nea¡-stoichiometric mixtures: lean turbulent flames are much more easily broken up

than near-stoichiometric flames, which tend to remain as wrinkied flames. As a result,

the burning rate of lean fuel-air mixtures is more affected by turbulence than that of

near-stoichiometric fuel-air mixtures. Abdel-Gayed et al. used results mainly from

near-stoichiometric fuel-oxidant mixtures. Therefore, although the present work gives

results that do not quantitatively agree with Abdei-Gayed et al., experimental and

physical differences are the likely causes.

The present experimental results have been classified into the three regimes of flame
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structure as suggested by Balial and Lefebvre[9]. The Kolmogorov scale was

calcuiated using the experimental correlation of McDonelll26l, and the laminar flame

thickness was estimated as

ô-=v"5,

from Gaydon and Wolfhard[19]. The kinematic viscosity, v, was calculated (at the

unburnt gas temperature) by using 'Watson's data l31l for the viscosity of the

component gases and calculating the viscosity of the mixed gases with 'Wilke's

equation [32]. Incropera and DeWitt[21] was the source for the density values. The

laminar flame speeds were experimentally determined using the same apparatus. It

was determined that most of the data are in regime 3, where î < ð, and u' > 2Sr.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 compare the present results with Ballal and Lefebvre's relation

for regime 3, which is

s- u/ô
= = 0.5**-¿SL Srrl

It can be seen that the present results fall along this iine, with a lot of scatter, until

(0.5u'õr)/(SrTl) = 50. At higher values of this parameter, the data fall well beiow the

line. Ballal and Lefebvre's work only included data for (O.5u'ôJ/(SrÍì) < 12. These

results suggest that their relation is inadequate to describe burning at the very high

turbulence levels experienced in the present apparatus.
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Figure 5.L: Schlieren photograph of a laminar flame kernel.

Figure 5.2: Schlieren photograph of a turbulent flame kernel.
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6.0 SUMMARY

Turbulent burning of near-flammability-limit Hr-air-steam mixtures was examined

under various turbulent environments. Turbulence was generated by pulling a

perforated plate across the combustion chamber' Turbuience parametels wele

determined by making x-wire anemometry measurements behind a simiiar perforated

plate in a wind tunnel. Effective laminar and turbulent burning velocities were

calculated using the early pressure-time history of the burn inside the combustion

chamber. Burning velocity data collected for 6-LO7o Hr-air-steam flames in various

turbulent conditions were compared to correlations by other researchers' The data

showed that turbulent enhancement of burning velocity is strongly affected by mixture

sensitivity, since lean Hr-air-steam flames showed more enhancement for a given

turbulent Reynolds number than the near-stoichiometric mixtures used in Abdel-Gayed

et al.'s[4] correlations. The comparison to Ballal and Lefebvre's[9] results showed

that the correlation they used to describe highly turbulent combustion cannot be used

to describe the results of this paper. Examining the data in terms of normalized

turbulent burning velocities versus normalized turbulent fluctuating velocities

demonstrated that using the wrinkled flame law (a linear relationship) to describe the

enhancing effect of turbulence on burning rate is acceptable for near-flammability-limit

mixtures. The data began to depart from the wrinkled flame law at high turbulence

levels, which is a trend seen by other researchers near quenching conditions. Finally,

critical turbulence leveis were found for some insensitive mixtures, beyond which no

burning was observed.
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7.0 SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK

It is suggested that further experiments be performed to verify that the critical

turbulence levels are actually caused by flames being quenched by high turbulence

ievels, and not caused by ignition problems. This could be done by increasing the

spark energy level and by taking schlieren photographs of the burns near and at

quenching conditions.

As well, experiments at higher turbulence levels would verify whether the burning

velocity data does depart from the wrinkled flame iaw or whether the increased

uncertainty in the turbulence intensities caused this trend. This would require

modifying the turbulence generating apparatus, as it cannot presently produce higher

turbulence levels.

Finally, it would be interesting to study the effect of length scale on combustion by

systematically varying the length scales. This could be done by using plates with

different hole sizes.
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APPENDIX A: Turbulence measurements in the wind tunnel

4I



,4'.1 Calibration

Turbulence measurements were made in a closed-loop low turbulence wind tunnel

with a test section of 0.53 m x 0.76 m blocked by perforated plates. The wind tunnel

is driven by two contra-rotating I.2 m diameter fans powered by two fixed

displacement hydraulic motors. A schematic of the wind tunnel is shown in Figure

4.1. Four corner fillets taper in the direction of the flow, causing a slight increase in

the test section's cross-sectional area to compensate for the boundary layer growth

along the walls. The perforated plates used to produce the turbulence have the same

thickness, hole size, and spacings as the 0.I2 m x 0.I2 m plates used in the

combustion chamber. Wind tunnel velocities in the empty test section were calculated

by dividing the pressure drop, ÂPo, across the diffuser by 1.04. This coefficient was

calculated by comparing the pressure differential across the diffuser to that of the

pitot-static tube in the test section. It was originally calculated by Dahl[18] as 1.0874,

and was recalculated for the present work. Placing the plates in the wind tunnel

changed the pressure drop-flow rate characteristic of the wind tunnel and therefore

also changed the coefficient. Pitortube measurements in the up and down direction

(from here on called ¡¡e + y-direction or the transverse direction) show that there is a

10 cm central region behind the plate where the velocity is constant. By assuming

that the flow is essentially two-dimensional, this means that there is a 0.1 m x 0.1 m

central constant-velocity area behind the plate. All anemometry measurements in both

the streamwise and transverse directions were made within this constant-velocity area.

Measurements were made by a tungsten x-wire with a sensor diameter of 5 Fm and

sensor length of 1 mm, giving an aspect ratio of 200. The output of the Disa 55M01

constant temperature bridge was sent to a Disa 55M25Iinearizer, then recorded using

a DAS-1600 data-acquisition board installed in a 386 PC. The frequency response of

the x-wires was determined by the standard square wave test. The sampling frequency

for the tests was determined by making measurements at several sampiing speeds, and
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finding the frequency at which the calculated parameters (Ñ correlation, and

skewness and flatness factors), were no longer affected by the sampling speed. This

value was 25 kHz. (Note: the sampling speed used by Checkel[i3] and McDoneil[26]

behind simiiar perforated pates was 20 kflz).

The probe used in this study was calibrated according to the method described in

Lueptow et al.[25], and Johnson and Ecklemann[22]. The x-wire probe was pitched

through several angles with respect to the calibration flow, for several flow velocities.

A unique voltage pair (EI,E2) was measured for each pitch angle, y, and flow velocity

a. In contrast to Johnson and Ecklemann, who found unique voltage pairs only for

1Ê +30o, unique voltage pairs were found for p +40o for the x-wire probe used in

these experiments. Typical calibration output (E1 vs. E2) is shown in Figure 4.2.

From the calibration data, a look-up table was created. A computer program was used

to search the look-up table, match voltage pairs to a unique flow rate and flow angle,

and convert the flow rate and angle to velocities. The instantaneous velocities

ü-Qxcos(y) and i=Q*sin(y) were used to calculate the mean and r.m.s. turbuient

velocities as well as the skewness and flatness factors and the Ñ correlation. The

listing of the computer code is included in Appendix C. In the highly turbulent region

nea¡ the plate, voltage pairs were recorded which did not fit into the look-up table.

For all streamwise measurements, these "bad" data did not exceed 0.67o of the total

number of samples. The highest number of "bad" points were seen in the transverse

measurements at one and two hole diameters away from the plate, up to 1.97o of the

total number of samples. The effect of these "bad" data were considered insignificant

compared to other experimental uncertainties and were ignored.

The x-wire probe was calibrated in the empty wind tunnel test section. This ensured

that the calibration would not change in the move from calibration set-up to

measurement set-up. Background turbulence measurements in the wind tunnel with

no plate present indicated streamwise turbulence intensities of u'lU=0.005 at air speeds

of 10 m/s and 5 m/s. This background turbulence was considered insignificant
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compared to the high turbulence created by the perforated plate.

Ideally, all streamwise measurements should be made with the hot-wire probe carefully

aiigned with the centreiine of a hole. Unfortunately, constraints did not allow this and

measurements were made with the probe positioned 113 of a radius from the

centreline. This misalignment is only expected to affect the results near the perforated

plate, since the jets of air flowing through the holes quickly break down into

homogeneous turbulence.

Figure 4.3 shows the ratio of measured average streamwise velocity, Ú,, to the

reference average streamwise velocity (at xlD=20), Û,.r, plotted against non-

dimensionalized distance from the plate, x/D. Both the 10 mm and 5 mm plates show

excellent agreement between x/D=lQ and x/D=50. The 20 mm plate shows some

decrease in the measured velocity starting at x/D=35. This is the opposite trend

expected from a centreline velocity affected by a wall boundary layer. Therefore, it is

most likely due to unavoidable physical maneuvering that occurred during the test and

not to some characteristic of the flow itself. It was not observed in earlier test results.

The probe holder is moved in the streamwise direction using slots in a plexiglass panel

in the ceiling of the wind tunnel test section. This panel does not extend the entire

length of the test section, however, and the panel itself must be moved and exchanged

with another panel when measurements farther than 80 cm downstream of the plate

need to be taken. This requires turning off the wind tunnel. Both the change in air

temperature caused by turning off the wind tunnel, the uncertainty in achieving the

exact same air speed when restarting the wind tunnel, and the possible jolting of the

probe during the movement of the panel could cause discontinuities in the

measurements from one position to another. Measurements for the 5 mm plate were

all performed with the panel in one position. The 10 mm plate required that the panel

be moved once, to get the last three downstream positions, x/D=45,50, and 60. For

measurements with the 20 mm plate, the panel needed to be moved twice, at xlD=35

and at xlD=45. These downstream positions correspond to increasing disagreement in
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the output. The output of the 20 mm and 10 mm plates is therefore ignored for

x/D>30 and x/D>40, respectively.

The reliability of hot-wire anemometry at high turbulence intensities (>20Vo) is suspect

because hot-wire measurements give erroneously high values for the mean veiocity

and low values for the fluctuating velocities. Therefore Bradbury's[l1] conection

factors, valid for turbulence intensities up to approximately 507o, are used. The

correction factors are only applied for x/D>5 because close to the plate, the measured

turbulence intensities are hisher than 50Vo.

A.2 Experimental Uncertainty

The estimated experimental uncertainties for the turbulence results are based on

repeatability and the bias of V from 0 m/s (due to misalignment of the probe). The

uncertainties are propagated for u' and v' and the higher order moments using the

Root-Sum-Square method. This method is likely very conservative, especially for the

higher order moments. The uncertainties are shown in Table 4.1.

Table A.L Experimental uncertainty in the turbulence parameters

Parameter Uncertainty

u v

mean velocity 7Vo 0.252m/s

r.m.s. velocitv I0Vo 0.356mls

skewness factor 42Vo 1.07mls

flatness factor 577o 1.42n/s

w correlation 0.253rnls
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A'.3 Measurements

Figure 4.4 shows the average and r.m.s. fluctuating velocities measured by moving the

hot-wire probe in a straight line vertically between hole centres. Because of the

symmetry of the hole configuration and the expected corresponding symmetry of the

turbulence, the measurements were taken only from the hole centre to a transverse

distance of 30 mm. The results were then repeated in the transverse direction to

create Figure 4.4. At one hole diameter (xlD=l) downstream of the plate, a strong jet

exits each hole. Turbulence levels are higher at the edges of these jets than at the

centre because the edges of the jet are interacting with the slower fluid, creating

eddies. At ></D=2 and xJD= , the jet velocity decreases and the average velocity

increases. By x/D=6, the jets have nearly disappeared and the average and turbulent

velocities have levelled out. At x/D=10, there is no tlace of the jets in the velocity

profiles. Because of the slight misalignment of the probe, the results probably show

that the jets disappear slightly eadier than they actually do, otherwise, the general

trends observed should be correct. Conservation of mass is observed to within 57o

between xlD=I and x./D=10.

Figure 4.5 shows v'lu' versus distance from the plate, which is an indication of the

isotropy of the turbulence. The average value of the ratio is 0.9, which indicates that

the turbulence is close to isotropy. This value compares well to values for grid-

generated turbulence found by other researchers. Uberoi and Wallace[30] found

values between 0.75 and 0.95, while Comte-Bellot and Corrsin[17] found values

between 0.9 and 0.95.

Figures A.6 and 4.7 show the power density functions of the instantaneous velocities

compared to the corresponding Gaussian distribution, at two distances downstream of

the piate. The pdf at x./D=30 agrees well with the Gaussian distribution and the

calculated u-skewness factor of 0.07 and v-skewness factor of -0.04. The pdf at

xlD=5 is skewed, which is expected since the jets have not completely broken down
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into homogeneous turbulence this close to the plate. The corresponding u-skewness

factor is 0.58 and the v-skewness factor is 0.29.

Figure 4.8 shows the skewness factor versus distance from the plate. A Gaussian

distribution should have a skewness of zero, and far downstream of the plate, the

skewness remains within +0.25. Figure 4.9 shows the flatness factor versus distance

from the plate. A Gaussian distribution should have a flatness factor of three. Far

downstream from the plate, the measured flatness factor equals 3.0+0.25. The

uncertainty calculated in the previous section is likely very conservative, because it is

much larger than the variations shown in the results.

Figure 4.10 shows the uv correlation versus distance from the plate. The uv

correlation value should be zero in isotropic turbulence. This flow is only

approximately isotropic, however, as can be seen in the gradual increase in the w
correlation with increasing distance from the plate.
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CROSS SECTiON THROUGH LOWER TEST SECTION

BREATHERl
z.oo* TURN$G VANES

HYDRAULiC MOTORSSCREENS

THE WIND TUNNEL

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the wind tunnel.
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Q=16m/s Q=2Omls

Figure 4.2: Typical calibration data for the x-wire anemometer. El and E2

are the output voltages from each wire.
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APPENDIX B: A method for calculating the effective burning velocity of a
premixed flame from a pressure trace.
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A Method for Calculating the Effective Burning Velocity
of a Premixed Flame

Assumptions:
L. Spherical flame kernel, so that

vb = + TrÃ; , Ar = 4nRl

Vu = volume of burnt gas

Rr = flame radius
A¡ flame surface area

2. Fraction of mass burned equals the fraction of the total adiabatic
constant volume combustion pressure rise

m. P-P"'b 'o
; -t' -p'cv -o

ffib = mass of the burnt gas

ffio = rnâss of the total original unburnt gas

Po = starting Pressure
P"u = corlstant volume combustion pressure
p = preSSufe

3. The law of adiabatic compression:

P dpn pr dpal-nf 
- 

'u =- L \)tr,> L AJ! U

pT dt \bPdt

P = density

Y = specific heat
subscripts u and b refer to the unburnt
and burnt gases, respectively.
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4. At Po, no burned gas is present, so we must assume that

p;"_P
1/L Ð

Pr, o'" - o

Pu , o = the density of the burned gas at Po'

Conservation of mass

rlm rlm
m,+m-m+*"b=-*"u"'þ -"u -"o dt dt

For a constant volume combustion chamber:

dV^ dV,,Í/. + Í/ = Í/ - -----! ='b 'u 'o dt dt

mu and Vu = the mass and volume of the unburnt gas'

mb and Vu = the mass and volume of the burnt gas.

Vo = the initial volume of total gas. Also the
vessel volume.
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Analysis:

Using assumption 3 ,

To solve for the second term of equation A,

fuo = d(Povù 
= rl dPø + rì dvø

dt- dt -'ø dt Pb dt

fuo = vrPødP * n dvo
dt - ybP dt Pb dt (A)

# # = (vo-v) ;:* Ëo, p, #

,^ dY! = (v^-v) -&-- d,l * Po + (B)
dc yuvo.tr Pu atr
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Substituting (B) into (A) and simplifying,

But pb is not constant during the burn. Using

equation becomes,

drnb - r ln.(P-P.)¡t _ 1\ * vopr
dt - 

/, _&\ Lf 
p."-p¡t¿ y ") y,

\ p"/

1ÅD

-^ 
---;;

E At,

assumptions 2 and 4, the burning rate

rlm

dt
P, 1ÅÐ

-^ 
---;;

PAC

m (Ð-Ð\ t a¿r¡^ \¿ L ^t | |-.'-=-....---=--|-
I U -U I I 

^t\- cv - ot t I.b

1\ - voPø,"| Pl+l
"1' " lP' Itut ru L-ol l

The burning velocity, S.¡, is related to the burning rate by the following,

tfuø
P,Ãr dt
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The area of the flame can be calculated using assumptions i and 2, giving

This gives the equation for the burning veiocity,

- -t m D-P -2 dm.
.g_ - r- (36n) 3 ( "'o -, -o) 3 *_"þ

P, 
\¿v"' ' o + LP"u' dt

P¡.'[*] 
tb

'r -o

The equations for the burning rate and burning velocity can be solved by measuring

the pressure and the slope of the pressure trace (P and dP/dt). The remaining numbers

are constant for a given concentration of hydrogen, steam, and air.
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APPENDIX C: Listing of data analysis program
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C
C
C

MAIN PROGRAM

PROGRAM Power Spectrum
INCLUDE 'STDHDR.FOR'
REAL'I.8

MAXVOLT,MINVOLT,S U,S V,UAV,VAV,RMSU,RMS V,S KU,S KV,FLU,FLV
REAL*8 UV,RMSUV,DMAXV,DKB YTES,TRANS
REAL*S U(O:MAXV)
REAL XIMAG(0:MAXV),POWER(0:MAXV),XREAL(0:MAXV)
REAL INTERVAL,CT,Cz
REAL STEPI,STEP2
REAL'I.8 D1,D2,V
REAL QC(49,23), GC(49,23),EI(49), E2(49,23)
INTEGER*z TDT,TD2
INTEGER I,F,J,NS,NET,NEz,Z,P,M,KBYTES,L,W,MAXF,PSYN,B
CHARACTER"4O FNAME. ONAME,PSNAME

C
DMAXV = DFLOAT(MAXV)
W=2

Read in calibration table

OPEN(UNIT= l,FILE= " CALIB.DAT " )
READ(1,15) STEP1
READ(1,15) STEP2
READ(1,i4) NE1
READ(I,14) NE2

DO 10 I=l,NEl
DO 11 J=1,NE2

READ( 1, *,END= 
1 6) E 1 (I),E2(I,J),QC(I,J),GC(I,J)

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

FORMAT(14)
FORMAT(F6.1)
CLOSE (UNIT = i)

Read in information from input file
OPEN (UNIT=9,FILE="LISTPS.DAT")

Read in the number of files
READ(g,*) P

DO 999 Z=O,P-I
READ(9,1004) FNAME
V/RITE(*,1001) FNAME

11

10

C
I4
15

16

C
C



C
C
C

READ(9,1004) ONAME
wRITE(*,i005) ONAME
READ(g,1) PSYN
FORMAT(14)
IF(PSYN.EQ. 1) READ(g, 1004) PSNAME
IF(PSYN.EQ. 1) WzuTE(*, 1007) PSNAME
READ(9,2) KBYTES,M,MAXF,Cl,C2
FORMAT (r4,2X,r4,2X,r8,ZX,F 5 .2,2x,F 5 .2)
WRITE(*,1003) MAXF/1000.0
WRITE(*,1000) KBYTES
wRITE(x,1006) M
wRITE(x,1002) c1
\ryRlTE(*,1008) C2
INTERVAL= 1.0D0/MAXF
MAXF = MAXF
KBYTES = KBYTES / (MAXV / 1024)
DKBYTES = DFLOAT(KBYTES)
IF(M.LT.1536) M=1024
IF(M.GT.3072) M=4096
IF(M.GE. 1 536.AND.M.LE. 3072) M=2048
M=2*M

Read in anemometer data, checking channel tag.

OPEN(I-INIT=3,FILE=FNAME,form=' binary' )

SU=0.0D0
SV=0.0D0
UAV = 0.0D0
VAV = 0.0D0
RMSU = 0.0D0
RMSV = 0.0D0
RMSUV = 00D0
SKU = 0.0D0
SKV = 0.0D0
FLU = 0.0D0
FLV = 0.0D0
UV = 0.0D0
MINVOLT = 1D+30
MAXVOLT = -1D+30
NS=0
B=0

C
C

C
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C
C
C

This loop accumulates the data, converting to velocities

OPEN(4,FILE=ONAME)
DO 90 L=i,KBYTES
DO 40 I=I,MAXV
F=1

READ(3) ID2,ID1
IDl=ISHFT(ID1,-4)
ID2=ISHFT(IDz,-4)
IF(ID 1.LT.O) ID l=ID I+4096
IF(ID2.LT.O) ID2=ID2+409 6
D 1 =4.8828 1D-3 *DFLOAT(ID 

1 -2048)
D2=4.8828 1 D- 3 x DFLOAT(ID 2-204 8 )
D1=D1*C1
D2=D2*C2

This subroutine uses a lookup table to convefi the data to velocities.

CALL LOOK(I,F,STEP 1 ,STEP2,NE I ,NE2,>F Dr,Dz,El,E2,QC,GC,U(I),V)
IF (F.EQ.0) B=B+1
rF (F.EQ.O) GOTO 40
NS=NS+1
rF (U(Ð.LE.MAXVOLT) GOTO 4s
MAXVOLT = U(I)
CONTINUE

rF (u(r).GE.MrNVOLr) GOrO 46
MINVOLT = U(I)
CONTINUE

Here the velocities are accumuiated.

XDATA(NS)=U(I)
SU=SU+U(I)
SV=SV+V
UV=UV+U(I)*V
RMSU=RMSU+U(I)*U(I)
RMSV=RMSV+V*V
SKU=SKU+U(I)**3
SKV=SKV+V**3
FLU=FLU+U(I)*x4
FLV=FLV+V'r'*4
CONTINUE

C
C
C

45

46
C
C
C
C
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rF(PSYN.EQ.1) rHEN
DO 50 I=0.M-1

POWER(Ð=0.0D0
50 CONTINUE

J=1
60 CONTINUE

DO 70 I=0,M-1
xREAL(I)=U(J)
XIMAG(I)=0.0D0
J=J+1

70 CONTINUE
CALL WindowFFTData(XREAL, XIMAG, M, W)
CALL PowerSpectrumCalc(XREAl, XIMAG, M, INTERVAL)
DO 80 B=0,M-1

POWER(B) = POWER(B) + XREAL(B)
80 CONTINUE

IF((J+M).LT.MAXV) Go To 60

END IF
90 CONTINUE
9I CLOSE (UNIT = 3)

C
C Here the average and RMS values are calculated.

C
UAV=SU/FLOAT(NS)
VAV=SV/FLOAT(NS)
RMSU=RMSU/FLOAT(NS)
RMSV = RMSV /FLOAT(NS)
SKU=SKU/FLOAT(NS)
SKV=SKV/FLOAT(NS)
FLU = WU IFLOAT(NS)
FLV=FLV/FLOAT(NS)
UV=UVÆLOAT(NS )-UAV* VAV
RMSU=RMSU-UAV*UAV
RMSV=RMSV-VAV*VAV
S KU=S KU-UAV t' * 3 -3.0D0'r'UAV *RMSU

SKV=SKV-VAV* * 3-3.OD0*VAVxRMSV
FLU=FLU-UAV * * 4- 6. 0D0 * U AV'F x 2 * RMS U-4. 0D0 * UAV'r'- S KU
FLV=FLV-VAV* *4-6.0D0*VAV* >r'2'ßRMSV-4.0D0'r'VAV'kS KV
RMSUV=DS QRT(RMS U *RMS V)
UV=UV/RMSUV
RMSU = DSQRT(RMSU)
RMSV = DSQRT(RMSV)
SKU=SKU/(RMSU**3)
sKV=SKV/(RMSVT'r'3¡



FLU=FLU/(RMSU**4)
FLV=FLV/(RMSV*'r'4)

C
C Here the output is written to the screen

C
'wzuTE( r., 

1 0 I 7) UAV,VAV,RMS U,RMS V,S KU,S KV,FLU,FLV,UV,
'I. MINVOLT,MAXVOLT,NS,B
rF(PSYN.EQ.1) THEN

TRANS = DKBYTES * DFLOAT(MAXV / M)
DO 100 I=0,M-1
POWER(I) = POWER(I) / TRANS

1OO CONTINUE
END IF
M=M /2

C
C Here the output is saved to a file.
C

KB YTES =KB YTES'r' (MAXV/ 1 000)
WRITE(4,1001) FNAME
WRITE(4, TO 17 ) UAV,VAV,RMSU,RMS V,S KU,S KV,FLU,
'I. FLV,UV,MINVOLT,MAXVOLT,NS,B
wzuTE(4, 1003) MAXF/1000.0
WRITE(4,1000) KBYTES
WRITE(4,1006) M
wRITE(4,r002) Cl
WRITE(4,1008) C2
cl-osE (4)
rF(PSYN.EQ.1) THEN

OPEN (UNIT=5,FILE=PSNAME)
WRITE(5,1001) FNAME
wzuTE(5,1010)
DO 150 I=0,M-1
v/zuTE(5, 101 i ) XIMAG(Ð,POWER(I)

150 CONTINUE
cl-osE (s)

END IF
C
999 CONTINUE
C
C Format statements
C
10Il FORMAT(' 'fI2.6,' Average lJ-velocity '/' ',

i ,i'::,i å;3liï"lJ"1o"itY,,l,/',,"



x fI2.6,' RMSV value '/' '
* fI2.6,' U-Skewness factor '/' '

'r' f 12.6,' V-Skewness factor '/' '
* f 12.6,' U-Flatness factor '/' ' '

* fL2.6,' V-Flatness factor '/' ' ,* fI2.6,' uv correlation coeff.'/' '
't' f12.6,' Minimum U-value ' ¡' "'t' fI2.6: Maximum U-value '/' : 

,

'r Il2i Number of good data'/' ' ,

'r Il2,' Number of bad data'/' ')
1000 FORMAT(' Number of 1024 sample biocks ',I4)
1001 FORMAT(' 'A35)
1002 FORMAT(' Conection factor(El)= ',F4.2)
1008 FORMAT(' Corection factor(E2)= ',F4.2)
1003 FORMAT(' Sampling rate(kHz)= ',F8.2)
1004 FORMAT(A4O)
1005 FORMAT(' Output filename= ',435)
1006 FORMAT(' Number of spectral lines= ',I4)
7007 FORMAT(' Power spectrum filename= ',435)
1009 FORMAT(", 1X,f10.5,2X,FI2.6)
1010 FORMAT(' 

"', 
f 

"', 
u"(Ð ',)

10 1 1 FORMAT(",IX,G12.5,2X,G1,2.6)
C

STOP
END
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coNvERSION SITBROUTTNE (LOOK.FOR)

* suBRourrNE LooËi;E;iäËiËäi'*"1'NE2'

REAL STEP1,STEP2,MTCH 1,MTCH2,FI,F2,F22
REAL E1(49), E2(49,23)
REAL QC(49,23), GC(49,23)
REAL*8 U,V,Q1,G1,Q,G,D 1,D2,PI

c CHARACTER*40 INFILE(5),OUTFILE
INTEGER A,B,C,K,NE 1,NE2,I,F
PARAMETER ( pi=3. 141592635891 932)

C
C
C This loop converts voitages to velocities using the calibration
C table and interpolating where necessary. By matching Dl to El and

C D2 to E2, the appropriate counters (A,B) are found that indicate
C location of Q (flow rate) and G (flow angle).
C
C
C Find match in El(A) for Dl
C

A=1
DO 10 K=1,N81
rF(E1(A).GE.D1) THEN

MTCHl=E1(A)-D1
A=A+1

END IF
10 CONTINUE

A=A-1
STEPl=E1(A+1)-E1(A)
F1=MTCHi/STEP1
IF(E1(NE1).EQ.D1) THEN Fi=0.0D0

C
C If Fl<>0, will need to interpolate between E1(A) and E1(A+1).
C But first, find match inEZ for D2(I)
C

B=1
DO 20 K=l,NE2
IF(E2(A,B).LE.D2) THEN

MTCH2=D2-82(A,B)
B=B+i

END IF
20 CONTINUE

B=B-1

1I



STEP2=82(A,B+ 1 )-E2(A,B)
F2=MTCH2/STEPZ
IF(E2(A,NE2).EQ.DZ) THEN F2=0.0D0
rF(B.EQ.NE2. AND.E2(A,NE2).LT .D2) THEN

F=0
WRITE(4,*) 'Voltage out of range: E2(A,NE2)'
WzuTE(4,'r¡ 'I= ',I,' D1= ',D1,' þ/=',D2
GOTO 299

ELSE IF(B.EQ.0.AND.E2(4, 1 ).GT.D2) THEN
F=0
WRITE(4,*) 'Voltage out of range: EZ(A,I)'
WRITE(4,*; 'I= ',I,' Dl= ',D1,' D2-',D2
GOTO 299

END IF

C
C If F2<>0, will need to interpolate between E2(A,B) and E2(A,B+1).

C This will be done using Ql,Gl '

C
IF(F2.8Q.0) THEN

Q1=QC(A,B)
G1=GC(A,B)

ELSE

Q 1 =(QC(A,B+ i )-QC(A,B)) xF2+QC(A,B)

G 1 =(GC(A,B+ 1 )-GC(A,B))'FF2+GC(A,B )

END IF
C
C If F1<>0, need to find E2(A+1,C) for further interpolation, unless

C A+1=NE2: in this case set C=5(arbitrarily)
C

IF(A+I.LT.NE1) THEN
C=1
DO 30 K=1,NE2
IF(E2(A+l,C).LE.D2) THEN

MTCH2=D2-82(Ã+!,C)
C=C+1

END IF
30 CONTINUE

C=C-1
STEP2=82(A+ 1,C+ 1 )-E2(A+ 1,C)

F22=}l4TCHz/STEPZ
IF(E2(A+ 1,NE2).EQ'D2) THEN F22=0.0D0

IF(C.EQ.NE2.AND.E2(A+1,N82)'LT.D2) THEN
F=0
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WRITE(4,ì') 'Voltage out of range: E2(A+1,N82)'

WRITE(4,*¡ 'I= ',I,' D1= ',D1,' D2- ',D2

GOTO 299
ELSE IF(C.EQ.0'AND.E2(A+1,1)'GT'D2) THEN

F=0
WRITE(4,*) 'Voltage out of range: E2(A+1,i)'
WRITE(4,*; 'I= ',I,' D1= ',D1,' D2- 

"DzGOTO 299

END IF
ELSE IF(A+i.EQ.NE2) THEN

MTCH2=0.0D0
C=5

END IF
C
C If F22<>0, will need to interpolate between E2(A+1,C) and E2(A+1,C+1)'

C This will be done using Q2,G2.
C
C Now have Ql, G1 at El(A) and at E2(A,B) or between E2(A,B+1) and E2(A,B)

c If El(A) matched D1(I) exactly, then no interpolation with Q2,G2 is needed.

C
IF(FI.8Q.0) THEN

Q=Q1
G=G1

ELSE
C
C otherwise, need to interpolate between E1(A+1),E2a and E1(A),E2b

C Get Q2, G2 at E1(A+1), E2b

c (where E2b is E2(A+1,C) or between E2(A+1,C) and E2(A+1,C+1))

C
IF(MTCH2.EQ.0) THEN

Q2=QC(A+l,C)
G2=GC(A+1,C)

ELSE
Q2=(QC(A+ 1,C+ 1 )-QC(A+ 1,C))*F22+QC(A+ 1,C)

G2=(GC(A+ 1 ,C+ 1)-GC(A+ 1 ,C)) *F2Z+GC(A+ 1 ,C)

END IF
C
C Now interpolate between Q1'Q2 and G1,G2

C
Q=(Q2-Q1)tF1+Qi
G=(G2-G1)*F1+Gt

END IF
C
c convert the flow rate and flow angle to u and v velocities

naIJ



C
U=Qi'COS(G*pi/180)
V=Q*SlN(6*pi/i80)

C
2IO CONTINTIE
c IF(A.GE.40.OR.B.GE.12.OR.C.GE.r2)THEN
C WRITE(4,*)'l=',I
C WRITE(4,'r)'A =',4,'B =',4,'C =',C
C WRITE(4,*)' Q =',Q,' G =',G
C WRITE(4,*)' U =',U,' V =',V
C WRITE(4,'I') ' Dl = ',D1,' D2 =',D2
C END IF
C write(*,*) 'end of loop'
C
299 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END
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POWER SPECTRUM SUBROUTINE

This subroutine is taken from [34] under the name FFT.FOR.

t5



INCLUDE FILE STDHDR.FOR

INTEGER maxv.maxr.maxc
REAL pi
PARAMETER (maxc = 10)

PARAMETER (maxv = 8192)
PARAMETER (maxr = 30)
PARAMETER (pi = 3.141592635897932)
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